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Winter storm hits Gambier
By Michael Pierce

The New Apartments and the Bexley
Apartments were without electric power
:00 p.m. Tuesday
and heat from about
night until about 1:00 a.m. Wednesday
due to a transformer blowout, according
to Robert Reading, Assistant Dean of
Student Residences.
Reading also said that there were
brown out in Caples Residence, Mather
Residene, Ernst Center, the Fieldhouire,
Hill and Bolton Theaters and the Dance
Studio and that power and telephone
lines had fallen all over campus as a
result of the Tuesday's winter storm
which dumped over six inches of snow
on Gambier.
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Peep", Jay Robinson,

"Mr.

Kenyon' crowned

'Mr.

Old Kenyon,"

"Mr.

Kirk Johnston,

crowned "Mr. Kenyon" last Friday
night at the first annual
"Mr. Kenyon
as

sponsored by Student Council. The S516 raised by the event will
be donated to the
Knox County United
Contest,"

Way.

out over twenty other
who represented various
campus organizations for the title. All of
the
contestants competed in the formal
ear competition, the boxer short
and a dance production number
before the judges narrowed the field of
contestants down to ten. Those ten competed in the talent portion of the contest
before the field
was narrowed to five:
Johnston, Peter Terhune, "Mr. Student
Council; Rick
Curtiss, "Mr. Chase So
Johnston beat

contestants

com-petitio-

To

n,

ciety," Joe Leone, "Mr. Phi Kappa
Sigma" and Pat Augusta, "Mr. Gund."
The final five were then asked a trivia
question and a personality question by
emcee Bob Hurley, before the judges
(Cathy Levengood of the SAC, Chuck
Woolison of the Post Office, Joe Selby
of the Village Market and Barbra Busenberg
of the English Department) made their
final decision. August was named the
Curtiss and Terhune
fourth runner-up- .
were the third and second runners-u- p
respectively, and Leone was the first
runner up.
Johnston said that being crowned
"Mr. Kenyon" meant to him "a bottle
of wine, four bowling passes and a hell
of an easier life." For the talent competition Johnston sang "The Pizza Song"
which he wrote and has had copy written.

the Kenyon Community

This notice
the

reports deeply disturbing conduct on our campus and recounts
taken by the College to investigate, censure, and prevent
of that unacceptable conduct. As our policy states:

measures

recurrence

Kenyon College is committed to
providing its staff, faculty, and
students a community and place
of work and study which is free
of sexual harassment and all
forms of sexual intimidation and
exploitation. Sexual harassment
is generally any use of privilege
or power to impose sexually on
another.
Last fall two students lodged formal complaints of sexual harassment
gainst a faculty member, charging attempts to initiate sexual relations and
lmPosition

of sexual relations.

Both students suffered adverse academic

consequences. A careful, confidential investigaiton, in accord with the estab-'ishe- d
procedures, substantiated the charges. The investigative report recommended suspension without pay, a penalty not presently permitted by College
regulations. But the College has censured the offender by formal reprimand

warning: such conduct provides grounds for termination; if rewill terminate the faculty member's appointment. In
will consider the faculty member on probation until full
understanding of the offense and of faculty responsibility toward students
been achieved; and the College has required therapy for the offender
w"h regular
reports from the therapist to the College concerning the offe-

and formal

peated the College
addition the College

nds
Phili

progress.

PH. Jordan, Jr.

Warburton

cost around $35,000 including the cost
of the machine." The construction work
began in December and progresses in
part according to weather conditions.
"The machine is ready and sitting in a
warehouse," said Kunkel and will be
mounted once more work is completed.

Construction is underway to add a new
banking system on the Brooklyn Street side of the People's Bank,
a project that will be completed "probably around March, depending on the
weather," according to Margaret Kun-ka bank cashier who has been instrumental in getting the project off the
ground.

drive-u-

n

and Security. "Some of them have been
up for 48 hours working and they are
doing a hell of a job. The switch board
was ringing constantly."
There was a tentative plan to house
the apartment residents in Gund Dorm
lounge if the power was not restored,
said Reading, but conditions have improved.
The decision not to cancel all classes
was made by President Jordan and the
Senior staff. Many classes though were
not held, because professors could not
get to Gambier. Reading said that "the
faculty is well aware of student
hardships, especially with Bexley and
New Residents. They will have some
compassion."

planned for bank

Drive-throug- h
By Bob

The brown out was a result of a power
station in Danville breaking down. The
fire alarms in Caples and Ernst went off
when the station broke down, even
though there were no fires. Fire trucks
responded to a call in the Bexley Apartments. There was no fire, according to
Reading, but there was smoke from an
overheating furnace.
"No one was hurt and I would say
overall it will be a positive experience,"
said Reading. "The students have
The Delts
marvelously."
pitched-ihelped prepare breakfast in Perice Hall
and students filled in some positions
where employees could get to work.
Reading also said that he was impressed with the Maintenance Department

p
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According to Kunkel, putting in a
p
banking service will help alleviate the problem of limited parking
and will provide assistance for the handicapped and elderly, especially in inclement weather. "They were the basic
goals," Kunkel said, "and also to offer
a new service to our customers."
The bank purchased the sidewalk
property adjacent to its Brooklyn St. side
from the town of Gambier, and a Tel-Abrand pneumatic chute drive-u- p banking
machine will be installed on a concrete
island. The system is connected overhead to a teller window in the bank.
Cars will enter the
h
from
the west. As per regulations, the teller
will look out at cars from behind bulletproof glass, which will feature no openings.
drive-u-

For several years, the People's Bank
had attempted to buy land on their south
side from the Post Office but never had
any success. So, Kunkel says, the bank
approached the Town Council of Gambier about making use of the land on the
opposite side.
"I decided to write a proposal for a

n
window," said Kunkel. "It just
seemed like a good idea." So in late
summer of last year, the principals met
with the Gambier Town Council. Kunkel said she attended three different
meetings of the Town Council." Finally,
after all their specifications had been
met, "then they gave me the right to use
their land."

drive-i-

The chute system has designed to
instead of under
travel overhead,
ground, because it would be cheapter
and easier to repair. "This has been an
acceptable system with other banks,"
Kunkel said.
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drive-throug-

The Bercon Construction Company of
Mount Vernon was contracted by the
bank Board of Directors to do the work,
and Kunkel says that "all totalled, it will
People's Bank of Gambier undergoing construction
Writer-in-Residen-

comes to Kenyon

ce

g
American poet
Pulitzer
, the latest Gund
Kinnell
Galway
conducted a reading of the
works of Emily Dickenson at 4:30 this
afternoon in Peirce Lounge, the first of
a long schedule of special events spread
out over Kinnell's two week visit.
Kinnell, who won a Pulitzer Prize in
1983 for his book Selected Poems, his
eighth volume of poetry, will hold seven
more poetry readings, visit various
classes, give a pair of lectures, and conduct a special Poetry Group Workshop
to culminate his visit on February 26 at
7:30 p.m. in Weaver Cottage.
At separate gatherings on different
days, Kinnell will read selected works
of poets such as James Wright, Walt
Whitman, John Keats and even his own
poetry. His first highly acclaimed poem
Prize-winnin-

Writer-in-Residenc-

e,

was the
work entitled, "The Avenue Bearing the Initial of Christ Into
the New World."
14-pa-

Gund

rt

Writer-in-Residen-

ce

Galway Kinnell

February 21, Kinnell
Hour lecture he
called, "Everything You've Wanted to
Know About Poetry and Never Dared
Ask." He will hold a public lecture four
days later on "The Form of Free Verse."
A native of Providence, Rhode Island, Kinnell is currently the director of
the creative writing program at New
York University. He has received many
distinguished literary honors, including
the Brandeis University Creative Arts
Award in 1969, the Award of Merit
Medal for Poetry in 1975 and a MacAr-thu- r
Fellowship in 1984. He has taught
in France, Australia and even Iran, after
receiving degrees from Princeton and
the University of Rochester. Kinnell has
written about urban life, religion and
politics.
On Thursday,

will hold a Common
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Events, or lack thereof
Last Sunday's discussion of Social Board at Student Council raises some
important issues with regard to that body. Problems and questions with the
Board are not an occurrence limited to this academic year. Indeed, the social
events or lack thereof has been a major point of contention among many
students at Kenyon for quite a few years.
Only two years ago we witnessed the astounding failure of the Southside
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes concert in the ARC. This catastrophe, coming
on the heals of the Michael Stanley concert the year before led many students
to criticize the Board for attempting to please everyone on campus with one
big concert. Smaller, less expensive talent could be found all over the Central
Ohio area, they argued, allowing the Board to present a wide range of diverse
events and entertainment.
Kenyon's student body may not be diverse in racial or
backgrounds, but the music and entertainment tastes of the student body are
about as diverse as one could imagine. One big event hasn't worked in the
past. Perhaps it was the type of music, but more than likely, it was the wide
variety of interests that keeps Kenyon from developing successful
socio-econom-

ic

"big-nam-

e"

acts.
When Southside was here two years ago, the campus promoters of the
event reasoned that three such concerts could be held every year at Kenyon
if everyone went to all three. From the proceeds, brought in by one particular
concert in the fall, another in the winter and a third in the spring could also
be scheduled. But this entire program rested on the absurd supposition that
every Kenyon student would buy a ticket to see something that heshe didn't
like, in the hopes that one of (he two remaining concerts would cater to their
interests.
This, obviously would never work. Big events cost money; money which
the Social Board does not have. While it is true that S18.000 is hardly
chicken feed it is not enough to promote a major concert at Kenyon and
present several smaller events also. The arguments for and against big events
were heard in loud voices two years ago, but it seems that we are in need
of discussing them once again.
Last Sunday, many questions about this year's Social Board, and the
apparent lack of events so far this year, were raised. The general response
of the Board, as presented in the minutes and by several Council members,
was that the small events do not work at Kenyon and that a bis splash at Summer
Send-Of- f
was a better route to go. In addition, a second semester schedule
of the Board's planned activities was released.
While the Board now seems to be underway for this semester, it is obvious
that some revamping of the system is needed, if we are to create a positive
social environment where students feel that they get their "money's-worth- "
out of the Activities Fee. The system needs work and the personnel also
needs work. The notion of an administrative assistant from the SAC to work
with the Board md other groups is a definite plus for this campus. To insure
continuity of events from year to year, as least one person should be available
of Student Council (who acts as
to assist the newly elected
Chair of the Social Board) with hisher responsibilities.
Also, the issue of "big events vs. small events" exits. Big events have
not worked in the recent past at Kenyon and there is no reason to suggest
that they would work in the future. Smaller, less expensive activities, however, have worked in the past and are still being sponsored now by organizations other than Social Board.
The system may need some work, and the new administrative assistant
will surely help matters greatly. But the issue of what type of entertainment
will please the most people is still a point of contention. We feel that the
emphasis should rest with the small events that may cater to Kenyon's varied
student interests. These events have worked in the past and are a very viable
alternative to the lack of events we have seen thus far this year.
--

Vice-Preside-

THE READERS

WRITE

The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the editor. All submissions must be signed and typed,
double spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intent
of the submission.

Realism of Lovely's jokes was terrible, just terrible
To the Editor:
I am writing
in regards to Steve
Lovely's article of two weeks ago. I
watched Mr. Lovely as he wrote this
travesty. What I saw was disgusting.
The fire in his eyes as he growled, "Ok
now I'll kill a dog and offend homosexuals," shocked me beyond belief. When
I read the first paragraph in which he
joked about a woman who died by
"doing a triple gainer into a food processor" it left me amazed and saddened.

Kenyon is known for its great swim
team and I wish he wouldn't hurt the
image of divers by stereotyping them as
suicidal maniacs.
The realism of his violent and
stereotypic jokes were truly offfensive.
I personally have know many people
who have died by doing triple gainers
into food processors, have been killed
by travel brochures, who have been
unable to finish their liver patties as
Lovely joked about in his column. If
jokes I
they were simply
off-the-w-

d
person
would expect any
to laugh it off and not make a big deal
out of it, but this is serious. Idon'tfiiki
Mel Gibson being unable to finish hi
liver patty at all humorous, that has happened to me countless times and I ar
proud of the gay advocate group for raising hell about it. Way to go fellas! Y.
have lots of support behind you.
level-heade-

Paul Clark '88
Dave Rutledge '88

all
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The
Kenyon

Schedule of events: Galway Kinnell
214

4:30 p.m.

Poetry Reading - Works of
Emily Dickenson

Peirce Lounge

Friday, 215

4:30 p.m.

Poetry Reading Works of
John Keats

Peirce Lounge

Monday, 218

4:30 p.m.

Poetry Reading-Work- s
of
Christopher Smart

Peirce Lounge

Thursday,

--

Established
1856

Tuesday, 219

Collsgicm
Editor-in-Chi-

8:00 p.m.

Galway Kinnell - Poetry Reading
from his own Works
(Informal Reception to follow)

Philo

4:30 p.m.

Poetry Reading - Works of
Walt Whitman

Peirce Lounge

11:00 a.m.

Common Hour Lecture: "Everything
You've Wanted to Know about
Poetry and Never Dared Ask"
(Refreshments preceding lecture)

Philo

8:00 p.m.

Poetry Reading: Galway Kinnell
and Mark Strand

Denison University
Slater Auditorium

Friday, 222

4:30 p.m.

Poetry Reading - Works of
Patrick Kavanagh

Philo

Monday, 225

8:00 p.m.

Public Lecture: "The Form of
Free Verse" (Informal Reception
to follow)

Philo

Tuesday, 226

4:30 p.m.

Poetry Reading - Works of
James Wright

Peirce Lounge

7:30 p.m.

Poetry Group Workshop

Weaver

Wednesday,

ef
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Women's Center open to everyone
open to both sexes, and the only activity
that the Center sponsors that men may
not take part in, according to Minot, is
the woniens' open dialogue. However,
she says that she would like "to see a
men's open dialogue." Adkins says that
the center, as it is, offers men a chance
to consider issues that they might not
ordinarily look at. The Center has much
to offer to both genders: "We provide a

By Rick Kleinfeldt
Much discussion has revolved around
Center this year. Many
ide Women's
as to the functions
unaware
are
students

purpose of the Center. This may
,ave been a source of misunderstandings
The Center has gotten a reputin the past.
a center
ation over the years for being
and

for

Blindness

for Breakfast
I would like to take this opportunity
to respond to the two letters to the
editor in the February 7 issue of the Collegian expressing aversion and
distaste for my "Blindness for Breakfast" columnm in the January 31 issue.
The two letters stated that the satirical movie reviews in the column damaged
the image of homosexuals and degraded people in order to produce a humorous effect; accusations stemming from lack of insight and based on flaccid
principles.
The first letter suggests that the column attempted humor by degrading
others and portrayed stereotypical inages of homosexuals. The column did
not degrade anyone, unless having Bo Derek getting swallowed whole by
a shark and Meryl Streep doing a triple gainer into a food processor is
considered degrading (how can depictions completely void of any type of
realism be considered degrading?) The letter did contain an inkling of
I did make fun of the stereotypical
images of homosexuals and I
truth
am completely justified in doing so, as I will discuss in detail later on. In
addition to this, the fact that the writer of the letter complained that the
intellectual reviews", was
heading of the column, "A series of
an insult to her intelligence is absolutely ridiculous; the point ofthe heading
was obviously missed. Anyone who believes that these reviews of movies
(depicting Erik Estrada as an English professor and Jaws VIII as an
or intellectual needs to re270 billion-dolla- r
epic film) are
examine their perspective and grope for a sense of humor. The letter also
states that the column failed to challenge the "socially imposed classifications" of people. I would hardly call portraying Gregory Peck as a janitor
named Ivan adhering to his classification as a respectable actor who usually
plays serious, weighty roles. I sincerely hope that the writer of this letter
will come to an understanding of the nature of satire, and will appreciate
the respectful tolerance put forth in the column.
The second letter, submitted by members of the Gay Advocate Group
complains that the column is filled with "repeated incidents of violence
against men and women obviously intended to be found funny." The incidents
of unrealistic violence harmlessly portrayed in the column were simply
parodies of the serious incidents of violence that occur in real movies, and
I bear no
if the Gay Advocates didn't find them humorous I am sorry
responsibility for the deficient sense of humor that is exhibited by their
grievance. I would hardly describe the depiction of a woman doing a
as an offensive act of violence. The letter also
into a
states that the column "damages the image of gay people by reinforcing
ridiculous and empty stereotypes. You have midded the point! I did not
"reinforce" these stereotypes, but simply made fun of them. You (members
of the Gay Advocate Group) maintain that homosexuals are completely
that gays bear no semblance to
unlike these stereotypes that I have used
these images, which I admit are empty and ridiculous. I accept this belief;
however, this assertion justifies the intent of my actions. If homosexuals
bear no similarity to these stereotypes that I have made fun of, then it is
completely farcical to say that I am making fun of homosexuals! The column
simply mocked the natures of Mel Gibson and several similar actors. Satire
mocks stereotypes; it does not reinforce them. I could have just as easily
been making fun of a stereotype of a politician, rock star or vegitarian and
no harm would have been intended or put forth. It should be noted that in
the same column I poked fun at actors, producers, locations, occupations,
dogs and other things. In previous columns I have satirized the government,
Jonathan Swift, college convocations, women's names, TV commercials,
all harmlessly and exclusively
election platforms and many other things
for humor's sake. The Collegian received no letters from drama people,
English professors, animal protection groups, campus Republicans, or angry
women; these people obviously possessed insight and maturity to realize
the "Blindness for Breakfast" is a frivilous and extremely satirical column
intended to be taken in a humorous vein, and not in the serious manner of
a literary journal or a revolutionary manifesto.
I sincerely hope that the writers of these letters will
their
perspectives and recognize the flaccidity behind their greivances.
The columnist would also like to take this opportunity to say that he did not
iwrite last week's Perspective column,. "Breakfast Off The Cuff

feminist ideas. At the time

radical

of the

The Center's programs do emphasize
discussing the difficulties of women,
and the effect of these difficulties on
both sexes. Minot says that his "support
network" for women is necessary as long
as stereotypical thoughts about women
persist in our society. "There will be no
free men until women are free" she says.
She goes on to say that "if the goals of
feminism are met then I would consider

beginning of the Center, this may

been somewhat true, but the purpthat time has certainly
ose since
have

changed.

Women's Center was originally
under the name "Kenyon Women's Caucus" in 1974. It was originally
started as "a place where women could
issues that pertain to
learn about
women, " according to Assistant Dean
of Students Kathryn Adkins. She says
that the Center, as a result of that beginning, is viewed in an "unfairly negative"
ieht. A possible cause for this antipathy
is that the student body is "more conservative or less conscious." She stresses
that now the Center is "more of an educational organization." Tee Minot, one
of the Women's Center coordinators,
savs that "the Women's Center's purpose
changes in accordance with the needs
and wants of the community." When the
Center was created in 1974, there indeed
was a very feminist purpose. Thre was
"a desire to promote better knowledge"
of the feminist movement, says Adkins.
She continues by saying the the original
Center w as to be "a place w here women
could leam about issues that pertained
The

formed

to

women."
The Women's

Center is completely

high-powere-

fiS

d

8-min-

high-powere-

The Women's Center

,

space for study and conversation, a library about people, a meeting place for
various groups. The building," Minot
continues, "is open to anyone regardless
of sex, race, class, age, sexual preference, physical disabilities, political beliefs, etc. . . " Adkins also emphasizes
that the building is not just for women,
and indeed encourages men to benefit
from the Center.

changing the Women's Center to the
'Human Center'" Minot feels that these
goals are as of yet unattained. A place
like the Women's Center is an effort to
reach these goals and completely reconcile the sexes. Minot thinks that this may
only be accomplished if students get involved in the Women's Center, not just
talk about it.

ute,

d

triple-gain-

Students leave thoughts behind on paper
By Meryem

Ersoz

fascinating personal accKenyon is kept in the
Women's Center collectives. The collectives are a series of notebooks which
contain the anonymous thoughts and reflections of various individuals who
have had the courage to confront and
question themselves and their environment.
At the most basic level, the collectives
can be described
as an outlet for the
graffiti impulse, but mostly, the collectives are for the curious. Obviously, because of their location in the Women's
Center,
the issues which individuals
most often choose to discuss in the collectives focus on feminism,
relationships and sexual orientation. Other hot topics for
and discussion
include death, insanity,
suicide, and
revenge.
But most
importantly, the Women's
Center collectives
trace the history of
attitudes at Kenyon. The emphasis on
he
thoughts
in
expressed
these
notebooks has shifted somewhat since
their
inception. The collectives date
ba
to the opening of the Women's
Center. Most
of the early entries express
concern for
the success and acceptance
ofthe Center
and its ideals within the
The most

ount of life at

inter-person-

self-reflecti-

r

on

al

Kenyon community.
Early Women's Center activists worried that the Center would not be used.
Four months after the Center opened,
one woman voiced her relief that the
Center was a viable institution when she
wrote, "I was afraid the place would
feel like a storage closet. What more
can I ask for at this point in time than
to find it alive and waiting?" Another
writer rejoices in her belief that the
Center and the collectives are indeed
bringing people together to discuss issues when she writes, "Reading this
book, I'm not alone . we're communicating in these page and how beautiful it is!"
Early writers in the collectives during
the 1970s seemed concerned with the
political and social aspects and implications of feminism. The activism, which
we regard as passe in the 80s, was a
driving force in the 70s. For instance,
one woman writes, "Feminism, the
Movement, this Center, and the energetic people in it are indeed threatening.
We will break down those stereotypes,
we will force change, refuse to KOWTOW
we will overcome our circumscribed little categories and free
men and women from the chains of gender. Freedom is threatening and it carries
responsibility with it."
.

.

Live in the Shoppes

February
Valentines Day

p.m.
"The Generics" 10:00-12:0- 0
Friday 215
Dave Sudak and Steve Lovely 5:00-8:0- 0
Thursday 221
Rock with "Phoenix" 2:00 a.m.
Thursday 228
Cut Loose with "Giampaolo" 10:00
CLOSE

THE

SHOPPES

. . .

The Place to Be!

food-process-

Nor was the activist tone restricted to
the radical voice of social change. The
conservative voice was also represented
with similar fervor as one woman writes,
"Why is the hand that rocks the cradle
now cradling a rock? I think violence is
something which does not belong in our
movement
doesn't most of our
power and strength come through love
and compassion? It's more profitable to
gain strength through unity and caring
than hate and violence."
As the collectives enter into the 80s,
writers in the collectives become increasingly concerned with personal,
rather than collective, social experiences. The tone is increasingly introspective. Moreover, people have become
more resigned to accepting existing social conditions. In 1983, one woman
writes, "It's time to quit worrying about
it exists
and
female oppression
just do what you can. Yes, it's time to
get out there and mingle with the fat
women in stretch pants at the supermarket." Entries spanning the years from
983-8are sparse because as one writer
puts it, the social stigmas attached to
the Center have "really cowed a lot of
people."
In any case, whether your interests
are personal or political, the Women's
Center collectives are a forum for all
random or systematic thoughts. As one
writer says, "I don't know exactly what
I want to say,
but I want to express
to
everysomething
somebody
body." This statement is probably the
best summary of the purpose of the collectives. They exist for the curious.
.
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Nuclear expert to lecture
John Looney, former President of the
Reverse the Arms Race Federation of
Ohio and the Ohio Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Campaign, will make two presentations in Gambier later this month,
his topics will be: "The Nuclear Arms
A Closer Look" and "The
Race
What Can Concerned
Arms Race
People Do About It?" Times for the talks
:00 a.m. and 8 p.m. respectively;
are
1

1

The Kenyon Scene
21885
On Monday, February 18, at 8:00 p.m. the Student Lectureships
Committee is presenting a lecture in the Biology Auditorium by
John Agresto, acting chairman of the National Endowment for the
Humanities, entitled, "The Current Crisis in Liberal Arts."
Agresto is a former member of the Kenyon political science
department and is presently a professor of American Government,
Constitutional Law and Political Philosophy. He has recently published his first book, 77?e Supreme Court and Constitutional Democracy

both lectures will be held in the Biology
Auditorium on the Kenyon College
Campus; date of the presentations is
Tuesday, February 26.
Trained as a mechanical engineer at
Reserve
University,
Looney also received a law degree from
DePaul University in Chicago. He now
represents the American Friends Service
Committee as an activist and speaker
throughout Ohio. In addition, Looney
helped develop and now teaches the "Alternatives to Violence" course reaching
hundreds of people annually in schools,
colleges, religious institutions and community organizations. Due in part to Mr.
Looney's organizational efforts, most
counties and every Ohio city with a
population over 25, 000 now has a peace
group!
This presentation is sponsored locally
by the Kenyon Peace Coalition, a group
of students, faculty and community
members seeking to educate themselves
and the citizens of Knox County about
the threat of Nuclear War in order to
actively work for its prevention.
Case-Weste-
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By Phil

Alexandre

The wheels keep spinning. A new
is enlarging, yoga is evolving,
glass is being stained, and the
are looking for someone new
to take over the job next year. All this
and more is happening at the Craft
Center as it is getting off to another exciting semester, according to the coordinators, Liz Markham, and Chris Shea.
Ceramics, the craft which initiated the
establishment of the Craft Center over
ten years ago, continues to be the most
popular activity. Structural improvements to the center, including a new kiln
and clay mixing room, insure that the
legacy of pottery making on kick and
electric wheels will continue in the future. As during the first semester, Susan
Balboni Tashiro, a local artisan, is offering instruction Tuesday night and Friday afternoon. People interested can still
co-or-dinat-

I;
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Urban landscapes featured in Colburn
Richard Lincoln

work in the show is entirely done by
photographers, whose
names are not well known, each image
is well composed and visually interesting. Although the viewer may be overwhelmed by the number of images present, each one requires and attracts the
viewer's attention with few exceptions.
The hand coloring of Chas Kreider
entitled "Urban NightsUrban Knights"
provides an interesting look at pop culture. The expressive use of color adds
to the glowing presentation of the people
and the beauty of the city at night.
The graffitti presented in color by
Linda G. Wilson, though interesting,
somehow loses its effect. Individually
they are interesting but together they
seem to lose their unique qualities. This
may be due to our everyday exposure
to graffitti.
The black and whites of Wayne Levin
show the city in subtle dark tones. The
prints are of the highest quality and
present scenes in the city that are common
experience but hold our interest.
The prints of Howard Laws present
the city landscape, including people, in
a formal manner. His use of light and
the shapes of the buildings provide a
unique look at the people, who work
and perhaps live in the city.
non-professio-

Currently on exhibition in the Colbum
Gallery are two shows of photography;
Urban Photography: International Invitational and Road Show by Gregory
Spaid. These two shows provide an interesting array of work for the viewer
to ponder and enjoy. The prints vary
from strict black and white to full color
photographs.
In the main portion of Colburn is the
work of five photographers from around
the country. Each possess their own
unique style and perspective. Chas
Kreider, Walter Goettman, Wayne
Levin, Linda G. Wilson, and Howard
Laws each have ten prints exhibited
in the show of urban photography.
Overall the work is not representative of
a typical city, but rather the prints are
small excerpts from urban environments
that bring out the artists own feelings
toward the city. In the upstairs of Colburn is Gregory Spaid's Road Show.
This series of color prints describes the
people and the scene of a state fair in
intense color.
The overall impression of the shows
of images which are well presented and entertaining. Although the
is one

nal

Gregory Spaid's Road Show gives an
entertaining view of state fairs. The
vivid colors and the unsuspect of the
subjects lead to a wonderful blend of
visual pleasure and humor.
The Urban Photography Show was
put together by the Advanced Photography class. The work was selected by
the class based on slides sent in by approximately 60 photographers. The final
five were decided upon and then invited
to send their work for the show. Road
Show was done by Gregory Spaid during
his trip across the country this past summer. This style of photography is relatively new to Gregory Spaid.
The show is entertaining for all, and
educational for those who are not accustom to photography as an art. The work
is well presented, well done and definitely worthwhile seeing. The show runs
thorugh Feb. 15, 1985.

Zelig
illiams Flower Shop, Inc.
South Main Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050
6
Phone (614)
1

14

392-207-

392-208- 6

Free delivery for Kenyon Students

THE HOUSE OF IMPORTS
Specialists in Forign Car Repair
Parts and Service

Directed by Woody Allen. Starring
Woody Allen and Mia Farrow. 84 minutes, 1983. First film in Woody Allen
Festival.
Zelig is a parody of a documentary.
Allen plays leonard Zelig, a human
chameleon, whose identity crisis furnishes ample material for rollicking satire. His strange habit of assuming the
physical appearance of whomever he is
with leads to hilarious, yet disturbing
news coverage. He then falls prey to a
psychoanalyst, excellently portrayed by
Mia Farrow, and their sessions together
serve as ground for a touchingly humorous love story amidst the volley of social
and historical parody.
Technically Zelig is also a masterit flawlessly combines news-reel- s
piece
from the I920's and 1930's with
new black and white footage. The result
is an intriguing,
yet warm
C. Podbelsek
comedy.
side-splitti-

$8y

nsc
--
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Jim Gantt
27-4366

1-800-2-

392-504- 6
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Craft Center evolves around activities

-

en-larg-

By

February

607 Howard Street
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050

ng

Gregory's Girl
Directed by Bill Forsyth. Starring Gordon John Sinclair and Dee Hepburn. 90
minutes, 1982.
What can one say about yet another
film dealing with teenage love and relationships? In the case of Gregory's
Girl movie goers find a delightful and
charming break from the old routine.
Set in a small, somewhat boring town
in Scotland, the film deals with Gregory's entertaining preparation for and
actual date with a girl. No less amusing

sign up by calling the center at PBX
2464, or by stopping in at a session.
The cost is about S30 a semester.
New photographic equipment will improve the already fully equipped darkroom, and increase the number of working enlargers the photographic association at the center has to three. Leon
Weishaar, who directs the Association
this year, offers technical and artistic
assistance on Monday to members. Anyone interested in using the darkroom and
participating in this photographic group
should call Weishaar at PBX 2452. The
cost to cover supplies is $25.
The Monday night yoga sessions which
began under the instruction of Gretchen
Weitbrecht are now being led by Susan
Tashiro in the atmosphere of candles and
ocean music. Craft Center
Markham. stresses that the sessions are
informal and relaxed, and that anyone
is welcome to stop by on Mondays. The
cost is five dollars for the semester.
Again, like last semester, Carol
Mason offers instruction in the craft of
making and designing stained glass. Al
co-ordina-

tor

though it is too late to sign up forf
sessions this semester, there are at
ten people learning the craft now.
Both of this year's
be graduating in May, and so their 1
itions at the Craft Center will be
0
Any students interested in eJ
more about the responsibilities
either Liz or Chris at PBX 2464
should pick up a description fromr
Adkins in the SAC. Those interested-urgto hurry because the decision,'
be made before Spring Break so
as m
to interfere with the housing lotterT
co-ordinato-

rs,,

--

sh-ca-

ll

ed

Markham and Shea say they are
Sf
hoping to get some more activi
started. They hope to organize
sit
screening sessions after spring break
and they would like to do some
marbleizing of paper, which is an inev
pensive decorative craft. If anyone i,
interested in this, contact the Craf
Center. Also, batik is now being 0f.
fered, and the people to call if interestec
in batik Colleen Siders at PBX 2446c
Toddie
Soule
at
PBX
24"

Happenings
lSw"

Shatepeare's
. . . Aruher weekend of
"The Taming of the Shrew" for all of
those who missed the play last weekend.
The show will be in the Bolton Theater
both Fri. 215, and Sat. 216, at 8.

Urban

Landscapes

Juried
by
Kenyon students, the invitational photography show of urban images is in the
downstairs of the Colburn, while faculty
member Gregory Spaid's collection
"Road Show" is upstairs. Tomorrow is
the last day to see the show.
. . .

Gund

Concert

. . . Trumpet

plas

Edward Tarr and organist George
will perform in the Church of the
Spirit. 215 at 8.

More music

. . . Paul

Posnak

Music Department will give
Rosse Hall. 216 at 8.

Sculpture exhibit

...

Kent

of

A new

Starting 218

the

a recital a

exhib!:

is opening in the Colbum Gallery
titled
"Sculpture
Constructions

Whimsy".
thru. 31.

,

Ho!--

enai:

and runnin;

Sculptor

Mixed
Mather
Medium . . . The
Fourth Floor Gallery is still exhibiting
the works of Amy White, Clara Porter,
Harvey Wong and Ingrid Goff until ternorrow.

is Gregory's best friend, a novice conversationalist. He attempts to woo girls
with such sure-fir- e
lines as "Do you
know that w hen you sneeze it comes out
at 180 miles per hour?"
An entertaining film Gregory's Girl
is a charming look at one boy's growing
D. Schwartz
pains.

Sleeper
Directed by Woody Allen. Starring
Woody Allen and Diane Keaton. 1973.
86 minutes. Second film in Woody
Allen Festival.
After a botched ulcer operation. Miles
Monroe (Allen) is frozen, to be thawed
when science could bring him back to
life. Revived in the year 2173, he discovers he is to be brainwashed by the
scientists who saved him. He escapes
and hides himself in the house of the
fashionable poet Luna Schlosser (Diane
Keaton). Monroe is discovered and
turned in to the authorities. Schlosser
eventually rescues him and the two go
on to foil the attempts of the government
to clone the dictatorial "Leader" from
his nose
all that remained after an
assassination attempt. The plot is simple, but hilarious.
J. Richards.

Ivan the Terrible,

Part

1

Directed by Sregei M. Eisensten. Starring Nikalai Cherkassov and Ludmila
Tselikovskaya. 1943, 100 minutes. Russian with subtitles.
Ivan the Terrible. Part I is a very imposing film with excellent camera work

speaks . . . Stepha;
Cooper, a sculptor affiliated with
Toni Birckhead Gallery in Cinncinnr
will deliver a lecture during Commo:
Hour. 219 in the Bio Aud.

the

and a magnificent score. It tells the stor,
of Czar Ivan IV, a ruler determined;
unify Russia and expand its borders. Tx
czar is opposed by rich boyars whop!,''
to remove him from power.
The film's best features
sually. In light

of

are found u-

the pageantry

'u'

of

the Terrible, the lack of characteriza:.:--cabe forgiven. It is not a great dran.
work but rather an example of rc
J. Rid-- 'cinema not to be missed.
n

Chinatown
Directed by Roman Polansky. Sir':
Jack Nicholson and Faye
131 minutes.
Chinatown is a contemporary
a typical 1940's detective
Nicholson, the unrelenting private
-struggles to make sense of anelatv
monopoliza"'
maze of murder, the
a drought stricken Los Angeles'
sunnlv. a land swindle, and a mysten,-- '
D;'
"femme fatale," played by Faye
way.
The visual appeal this film pos
di
can be accredited to the brilliant
tion by Polansky and the sharp.
cinematography which gamerea
Theobje
nominations for the crew.
auJie-- in
structure of the story puts the
We
the detective's shoes.
partners in Nicholson's search for"1;
;.i
art
j
,
amoni; a puzzle oi ueccu
H"
Visual
Th ovcenfiiinal
i
and the stunning performance
must
Nicholson make Chinatown a
J. Ennis
Duna-!-197-

4,

vers--

story-k"-

of

1
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suffer through three cliffhangers

Cagers
By

John Welchli

I9 and David
basket-taMitchell's 14 points, the men's
team ended a five game losing streak
the Allegheny Gators 66-(t,v defeating
for the Lord's first conference victKenyon played two
ory of the season.
week, with both
last
in
the
other games
first was a
being fosses. The
at Oberlin, and the second was
same as the Oberlin game
the
much
Led by Chris Russell's

ll

4

72-6- 8

cliff-hane-

er

came out on the short
score.
Paul Baier and David
i Oberlin,
Mitchell led the Lords in scoring as they

where
end

the Lords

of a

70-6- 5

combined for 37 of the Lords 6S points.
Baier had 21, shooting eight of nine
from the field and live of seven from
the line. Baier also had nine of Kenyon's
27 rebounds and Mark Speer had eight.
Kenyon shot very well from the field,
and from the line was 677r. Oberlin was slightly better at the line, shootwhich made the difference in
ing
the game according to Coach Brown;
"They beat us at the line, it made all the
difference."
The second loss came at the hands of
Case Western Reserve, a strong team
who has won sixteen games this season.
Case outscored the Lords 70 to 65 in a

52,
74,

W9t
I 1
"

J

E

game that was very similar to the Oberlin
contest. Chris Russell led the Lords with
17 points, David Mitchell added 13 and
Mark Speer tossed in 10 in the losing
33 to
effort. Kenyon was
29 while Mitchell grabbed six for the
cagers and Speer pulled down five.
Kenyon shot well in the game, shooting
857r from the line and 477c from the
field. It was an even game all the way
through until Case took the lead at the
end and there was not enough time for
Kenyon to make up the difference.
Last Saturday the Lords hosted Allegheny in a game that proved to be the
most exciting matchup of the year so
far. Kenyon defeated Allegheny
in a tilt that was highlighted by outside
shooting and the Allegheny fastbreak.
For the first eight minutes of the game
the two teams traded baskets, which for
Kenyon meant outside shots and for Allegheny meant fastbreak opportunities.
With twelve minutes left in the first half
the score was tied at 14 and for the next
two and a half minutes neither team was
out-rebound-

m

p

vi
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Runners glide to eighth win
By

Mary Ellen Kosanke

a 7.3, Kristen Hess in the 100 with a

3:02. , and Krissann Mueller in the long
jump, setting a new Kenyon varsity indoor record of 17' 5':".
Second places went to both men's 880
and mile relay teams, Peter Register in
the shot put, Tom Morris in the 600,
and John Watson in the high jump. The
women's mile relay team placed second
along with Krissann Mueller in the 60
yard hurdles, and Jenny Raymond in the
600.
Other top finishers were; for the men,
Joe Coates in the shot put, Dave Breg
in the mile, Tim Troiano in the 60, Justin
Lee in the long jump and the triple jump,
Steve Manella in the 1000, Nick Sowles
in the high jump, and Dave Watson in
the 300. For the women, Maria Fiore in
the shot put. Amy Sutcliff in the mile,
Aileen Hefferren in the 100 Libby
Briggs in the 2 mile, Marsha Humes in
the 300, and Peggy Rule in the triple
jump, all added points for Kenyon.
1

The men's track team defeated Muskingum, John Carroll, and Marietta last
Fndav to remain undefeated at home and
for the season. The women lost to
Malone, but defeated Muskingum to ests
record for the
ablish a 4
men
70 points
compiled
The
season.
while their closest competitor, Muskingum, had only 47. John Carroll totalled
30 points, while Marietta earned only
24. For the women, Malone earned 81
points, Kenyon 37.5, and Muskingum
8-- 2

4--

won-los-

32.0

men went to Ray
Grill in the shot put with 39' 6'A", Kirk
'0",
Anderson in the pole vault with;
Dave Watson in the 440 in 53.1 and
Chris Northrup in the
000 and 880 with
2:22.7 and 2:03.0 respectively. Other
first places went to Ford Bailey in the
600 with a time of 1:25.1, Tim Troiano
in the 300 with a 33.4, and Robert Voce
in the 60. First places for the women
went to Marguerite Bruce in the 60 with
First places for the

1

1

1

see

INDIVIDUALS

page six

see

MEN

page six

Bobcats founder despite mercy of Lords
Karl Schmitt
and Dave Taylor
By

Shankle

Ladies' basketball team
winning track again last
week by defeating two conference foes,
Oberlin and Case Western-ReservTliey also battled NCAC opponent Allegheny, but came up short.
The Ladies trounced the Yeowomen
last Monday night for the third time this
season,
After not scoring in the
first four minutes,
Kenyon's bench provided the spark that got the team going.
A pair of
freshmen who were instrumental in allowing Kenyon to take a
5
lead at the half
were Laurie Ewers and
Susan Lind. Ewers scored six points and
Lind grabbed
some crucial rebounds that
enabled Kenyon to cruise the rest of the
The Kenyon

got

back on the

e.

63-3-

7.

28-1-

'

I

,

way. Ewers finished with eight points,
three steals, and five rebounds, while
Lind had the best game of her career,
scoring nine points and snaring seven
rebounds.
Other individuals who played well
were freshman Jill Tibbe, sophomore
Tara Griffin, junior Betsy Lukens,
senior Kathleen Sheehan, sophomore
Chris Fahey, and senior Robin Muller.
Tibbe led in scoring with 18 and Griffin
had 13. Helping Kenyon to a 3 edge
on the boards were Tibbe (7), Muller
(7), Griffin (7), Sheehan (8), and Lukens (10). Fahey led the team in assists
with four.
Coach Gretchen Weitbrecht commented that, "the game was another that
reflects the concept of the 'team' that

Kenyon 60, Ohio University 50.
Sounds fairly close, eh? Well, think
again. Despite the apparent proximities
of the scores, the Bobcats of Ohio U
could barely keep their heads above
water this weekend as the Lords were
forced to stem their tide to avoid

em-barassi- ng

their foes at their home pool.
Ohio University, a normally competitive team, surprised everyone this
weekend w ith a showing about as impressive as the Gambier skyline seen from
d
eve. Yes,
308 on a typically
fog-fille-

53-4-

'

'S

we've tried to develop. It's good to see
that the players can pick each other up
in terms of defense and scoring. The
depth of our squad proved to be important in this game."
"Defense" was the name of the game
last Wednesday night versus CWRU as
Kenyon
the Ladies won handily
held the Spartans to just 247c from the
field (20 of 76), while the Ladies shot
45 (33 of 73). CWRU outrebounded
4
and had 25 turnovers to
Kenyon
KC's 23.
The leading scorer for Kenyon was
(who else but) Jill Tibbe. Tibbe had 20,
and complementing her were Betsy Lukens (13), Robin Muller (12), and Tara
Griffin (10). Chris Fahey led in rebounds with 10, and Kathleen Sheehan
had 7, Susan Lind 6, and Tibbe 6.
Allegheny Colege brought an abrupt
halt to the Ladies' winning streak as the
nationally ranked Gators crushed KenAC dominated every phase
yon
of the game (rebounding
field
goal percentage
turnovers
Jill Tibbe was a bright
and assists
spot as she had 9 points, four rebounds,
three assists, and six steals. Kathleen
Sheehan was the top rebounder with six
Kenyon will take their current 10-- 8
overall record into a home game with
Urbana College this Thursday evening
at 7:30. On Saturday the Ladies will
travel to Denison hoping to improve on
NCAC record. Finally, Kenyon
their
will host their final conference opponent, Ohio Wesleyan, on Monday night.
The NCAC tournament begins Wednesday night, February 20.
73-5-
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added a first in the 200

breast-strok-

with

e

2:13.45, only
just inching out teammate J. B.
Goesman who took a second, but still
nationally qualifying, time of 2:14.52.
The relay teams, too, wished a piece
of this action, and Starek, Clark, and
Gutsche turned in a solid 200 IM time
of 2:00.75. The free relay team finished
an easy first in 3: 13.38 which could have
easily been shaven further down had
they been presented with a modicum of
competition. The clinchers in this seemingly close competition were the charity
swims, as the Lords, given the sign for
mercy by the most generous Steen,
swam all the breast stroke and relay
events as exhibitions. Sad, but true. I
almost feel humiliated for the poor Bobcats, but I can't quite muster up much
sympathy. Thus the Lords again record
a strong showing of nautical excellence,
and couple it with a touching display of
mercy. Marshall, this weekend, should
be so lucky.
a

nationally-qualifyin-

g

Swimmers look to NCAC's
By Brett Games
Over the past weekend the Kenyon
women's swimming team had two
meets, one against Ohio Wesleyan at
the Ernst Natatorium, and one in
Athens, Ohio, against Ohio University
Both meets were very competitive, with
the Ladies coming out on top versus
and losing to OU
OWU ,
The standout performers of the week
were Maria Ferrazza and Lauren Davis.
In the Ohio Wesleyan meet, Ferrazza
placed a strong first in the 50 freestyle
(26.4) and set the pace for the other
commendable performances by Ken
59-4-

46-6- 5

2,

.

yon. It should be noted that the Ladies
only lost one individual event in the
OWU meet. At Ohio University, Davis
personal best (and won
swam an
the 500 freestyle) in a time of 5:25.19
While you may be down in the February doldrums, the Ladies' swimmers
are not. Meg Carey commented, "February is the worst month of the school
year for most, but I'm psyched! The
are just
Conference championships
around the corner, and I'm looking forward to some good performances." The
NCAC meet will be held February 2 23
at Alleghany College.
all-ti-

me

1

--

4.

53-3-
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To
they were practically
fully realize how pathetic they were, one
must know that, due to illness, Kenyon
did not field (or rather 'pool') any of its
divers, thus
normally
dropping a quick but easily recoverable
16 points. This was the high point for
the Bobcats. The rest was not pretty.
The Lords began'a string of impressive
displays to tally a handy lead. Nogaj
and Mulvihill both broke the 22 second
mark in their respective 50 meter events.
Born added a victory in the 200, and
again in the 100 free, with a fine showing of 45.8 secondes. Hummer, though
unshaven, untapered, and generally
swam a quite impressive 200 individual medley for another Kenyon first,
while Waltuch achieved a personal best
for the year in the 200 butterfly, in a
nationally qualifying 1:58.43. Hummer
and Callinan pretty much dominated the
200 back, placing and 2, putting Kenyon still further ahead. Not yet satisfied
with his part in the debacle, Hummer
non-existen-

Conference victories notched by Ladies
By Darryl

i -

5

IM schedules
and standings
on page 6

Skaters drop tight battle
By David Warner
The Kenyon Lords ice hockey club
was unable to come up with a win as
the John Carroll Blue Streaks squeaked
by with a 5 victory before more than
two hundred John Carroll students and
one Kenyon alumnus last Friday night
d
in Cleveland. The match was a
preparation game for the Lords
who will be facing the Big Red of Denison one week from this Friday at the
OSU ice rink.
7--

well-neede-

It was a very close and exciting game
for the Lords, who tried to tie it up in
the last minute by pulling goalie John
Pirie, allowing for one extra plaver on
the ice. Unfortunately, the Blue Streaks
were able to increase their lead by two
goals on a long shot into an open net.
Scoring for the Lords was once again
lead by Kelly Traw who registered his
second hatrick in a row. Doug Hazel
and David Roggenkamp each scored one
a piece bringing the total to five.

Mt. Vernon Lanes

4

live entertainment Fridays
in the Colonial Lounge
open bowling daily 9am
special group rates

-

12midnight

902 Coshocton Ave
392-384-

1
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Individuals stand out in track highlights

continued from page 5

Coach Peterson was pleased with both
the men's and the women's meets.
Peterson commented, "Things are going
on schedule for the Conference Championships, which are three weeks away.
We're looking forward to that. Right
now we're trying different people in different events. We're trying to establish
for the Conference
the best line-u- p
meet."
meets, or inviIt is the
tation only meets, which really show
how strong Kenyon track is. On Friday
leaving their teammates at home, Pat
Shields and Joe Childs traveled to East
non-schedul-

ed

ern Michigan to participate in a Division
I meet. Shields competed in the 440 and
ran a 54.00, his best indoor time to date.
Joe Child entered the 880 and ran a
1:56.2, the second fastest Kenyon 880
time. Child ran a faster time at Harvard
two weeks ago, and at Eastern Michigan
he competed against Olympic bronze
medalist Earl Jones.
Leaving Friday's meet early were
Marguerite Bruce, Krissann Mueller,
Maria Fiore, Bea Huste, and Kristen
Hess traveled to Michigan for a Division
I meet held on Saturday. In the 60 Marguerite Bruce set a new Keyon indoor
varsity record in 7.25 and placed 17th

Men earn conference win
with under seven minutes remaining on
a basket again by Mitchell. He gave the
Lords the lead a few seconds later on a
steal followed by a basket with 6:30 left.

continued from page 5

able to do much on offense. At the 9:22
mark Nelson Morris dropped one in and After Kenyon extended their lead to four
was fouled, made the foul shot and gave points they began trading baskets until
6
the Lords a
lead. This play began the end when Paul Baier went to the line
what turned out to be a run of eleven with a two point lead and :08 left on the
unanswered points by Kenyon to give clock. He made the two
to
6
them a
lead. Allegheny started a put the game on ice and the Lords won
comeback with seven minutes left in the
half, but they found themselves trailing
Kenyon was out rebounded
0
Kenyon
at the intermission.
Chris Russell had four boards while
In the second stanza Allegheny took three others pulled down three. High
the lead and stretched it to
6
before scorers were Russell with 19, Mitchell
the Lords made a comeback, sparked by had 14, and Nelson Morris had 10.
a David Mitchell field goal with 12:06 Coach Brown said, "We had to stop the
left in the game. This proved to be an fastbreak and we did. We also didn't
obstacle that Allegheny could not overgive up the crucial rebounds. That gave
come. The Lords tied the game at 46 us the win."
17-1-

free-thro-

ws

25-1-

66-6-

4.

31-2-

2.

32-3-

44-3-

out of 45. Kristen Hess set a new Kenyon indoor varsity record in the 3000
with a time of 1:00. She was 15th out
of 40. Setting Kenyon Record was Bea
Huste in the 880. Huste ran a 2:20.30
and finished 9th out of 46. In the long
jump Krissann Mueller was a little off,
having set a record the night before. She
jumped 16' 1" and finished 16th out of
20. She more than compensated for this
in the triple jump where she set another
Kenyon mark of 343' 7" and placed 4th
out of 30. Marie Fiore, running although
ill, competed in the 440 and ran a 68:00.
Coach Peterson commented, "They did
pretty well, set some Kenyon records and
competed well."
This weekend will bring more stiff
competition for the Lords and Ladies.
On Friday night, both men and women
will compete against Oberlin
and
Wooster. Both meets will be at home
and begin at 6:30 pm. On Saturday Joe
Child will travel to Ohio State where
he has been invited to compete in the
Buckeye Invitational. This is a very
prestigious meet and is by invitation

HUMArt R&ATieNSHlPS

1

only. On Sunday Joe Child, Chris
Northrup, Steve Manella, and Dave
Breg will travel to the Cleveland Coliseum to compete as the 3200 meter
relay team in the Knights of Columbus
meet. This is a world class meet. Six
Olympic medalists will be competing including Evelyn Ashford and Calvin
Smith. Peterson commented, "This meet
is on the Grand Prix Circut of Indoor
Track meets. It is a tremendous honor
for Kenyon to be invited. It will be a
busy weekend for Kenyon track."
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Mens' IM
standings as of Feb.
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1. Pit Crew
2. Aerial Disaster
3. The Sixty-Nine4.
5. Gund Control
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League (Top 4 make playoffs)

Meph. & the Ivory Five
Asthmatics
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Happy Valentine's Day
To: McKay, Cherry, Ninja,
Patty, and Anne, and the best
! !
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4. DeltB2
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6. Nads
7. Rabid Dogs
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roomate ever! I love you guys
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Bop
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Dr. Love and the Interns
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To Winni the Pooh & Tigger
too! Happy Valentines Day
!

Congratulations
Jenny & Dave
Ashley

Danielle
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Come watch the Generics
in the Shoppes on
Valentines Day 1 0:00 pmto
closing

